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About This Game
Danger Crew is a classic single player RPG set in the world of programming and hackers.
It’s your first day of work as a lead engineer at Five Star Belts, the finest craftsmen belt company the city of Clayton has ever
seen. Rumors have been spreading ever since a meeting with a nefarious vendor hit the calendars. The company might be in
danger.
Bust out your laptop and throw down against rival programmers in Hack Battles. Build up your Crew with a variety of skillspecialized software engineers. Deck out your computers with upgrades, stickers, and scripts. Help quirky strangers solve big
problems.
Created by web developers Drew Conley and Glenn LaBarre, Danger Crew is inspired by real world experiences while working
as programmers at large software companies. Danger Crew is written entirely in web technologies: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
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A lightweight RPG with a humorous take on being a software developer. The dialog is packed full of witty sarcasm, and the
story is very well-paced. There is virtually no 'grinding XP', just a seamless transition from area to area.
The combat system is decently complex, allowing you to choose from several viable setups.
Overall, Danger Crew is is an enjoyable game, and stands out from other RPG titles. I appreciate the level of polish that went
into this release.. There's a lot to recommend about Danger Crew. The pixel-art is clean, functional and pleasing & the graphical
style is a nostalgic homage to quirky Super Nintendo RPGs like Earthbound & Robotrek. The music is catchy, though not
terribly memorable (I thought the Mega-Drive chip tune after the twist was particularly good). Also, I swear these guys must be
from the St Louis area\u2014there are way too many similarities to the suburbs of Clayton to be a coincidence.
The gameplay is excellent\u2014for a novice pair of game-makers, Danger Crew is a lot of fun to play. The turn-based battle
system offers quite a few options and iterations without ever feeling overwhelming. The game is also challenging to play. While
not the hardest game I've ever played, I had to strategize and react to each opponent; none of the battles I encountered ever felt
stale. It isn't easy to make a turn-based RPG feel fresh almost every battle.
Returning to the comparisons with Earthbound and Robotrek: Danger Crew's story is quite funny, and relatable not just to
programmers, but probably to anybody working a 9-5 job. My only complaint is this game's length. Danger Crew is very
short\u2014I beat the game and the few sub-missions in a little over 7 hours. I appreciate that the game never felt like a
grind\u2014God knows that wouldn't have made the game more enjoyable\u2014it also feels very small.
Even though Danger Crew is a short game, it's got a lot of charm, and if you're looking for a bite-sized RPG, maybe check it out
when it's on sale.. This game has such a great art style and music. I love the little pixel art characters. The music had me bobbing
my head along as I played. lol. The style of the game and turn-based battles remind me of the trainer battles in Pokemon, which
was the very first video game I played and loved. There's a lot of programmer\/web dev humor in the game, and I think anyone
who has been in the tech industry will really resonate with it (especially the big, evil, data stealing company, lol) .
If you enjoy RPGs and the old Zelda and Pokemon games, I think you'll really enjoy this game. I felt a lot of nostalgia playing
this game and it put a pretty big smile on my face.. Great game, with amusing dialogue and reminiscent of old rpgs like
pokemon. The story isn't very long, but it's well written, side characters are creative and thought out, and the battle style is
engaging. I'd recommend it to anyone looking to binge through a game on a weekend :D (or you could play it slower, but that's
not my style)
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